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AbstratThis dissertation is dediated to the analysis of white-light, infrared andspetrosopi observations of sunspots, pores and other photospheri stru-tures in ative regions. These observations were aquired at four large solartelesopes loated at the observatories on Canary Islands, whih provide datawith high spatial resolution neessary to study sub-arseond (�ne-struture)elements in the solar photosphere.In the introdutory part, we give a review about the history and urrentstatus of the researh on sunspots, pores, umbrae and umbral dots, lightbridges, penumbral �laments and grains, photospheri faulae and dynamisof photospheri strutures in ative regions. This review is foused to the�ne strutures at the photospheri level.In the seond part, we summarize the prinipal results:Umbral dots are very small, bright point-like features embedded in umbraeof sunspots and pores. They are observed just at the resolution limit of largesolar telesopes. We have measured their brightness, size, lifetime, spatialdistribution and horizontal motions and we disuss their ontribution to theheating of umbrae. We found that the brightness of umbral dots is relatedto the brightness of adjaent umbral bakground. We also laim that themajority of umbral dots an be spatially resolved with a 1-m telesope.Light bridges are bright elongated strutures that separate umbral ores orpenetrate deep into them. We have proposed their morphologial lassi�a-tion and studied their internal struture, onluding that light bridges havea onvetive origin.Penumbral grains are loal brightenings in penumbral �laments. We havemeasured their horizontal motions, photometri harateristis and lifetimes.We found that most penumbral grains move inwards, toward the umbra, inthe inner penumbra and outwards in the outer penumbra.We have studied the motions of granules in the viinity of pores and foundthat some of them, pushed by mesogranular motions, penetrate into thepores' umbra.We have measured the brightness temperatures of photospheri dark faulaeand disussed them in terms of the eÆieny of onvetive energy transportand lateral radiative heating in magneti ux tubes with di�erent diameters.The last part ontains twelve original researh papers and two reviewpapers where we have published the results listed above. The presentedresults have ontributed to the suessive researh on sunspots, pores andative regions and have been employed as inputs for theoretial models.3
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PrefaeThis dissertation was elaborated at the Astronomial Institute of the Aademyof Sienes of the Czeh Republi (ASCR) in Ond�rejov and is foused to highspatial resolution observations of sunspots, pores and photosphere in ativeregions. The work started during my post-dotoral stay at the Instituto deAstrof��sia de Canarias in Spain (1990{1992) and ontinued in a lose ol-laboration with this institute, with Kiepenheuer-Institut f�ur Sonnenphysikin Freiburg (Germany) and Karl-Franzens Universit�at in Graz (Austria).The observations were aquired at large solar telesopes loated at theobservatories of the Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias on the islands Tener-ife (Observatorio del Teide) and La Palma (Observatorio del Roque de losMuhahos). These telesopes are:The former Gregory-Coud�e Telesope on Tenerife, operated till 2002 by theG�ottingen University.The former 0.5-m Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope (SVST) on La Palma,operated till 2000 by the Royal Swedish Aademy of Sienes.The Duth Open Telesope (DOT) on La Palma, operated by the UtrehtUniversity.The 1-m Swedish Solar Telesope (SST) on La Palma, operated by the RoyalSwedish Aademy of Sienes.The presented results were obtained under the ASCR Key Projet K1-003-601, four grant projets �naned by the Grant Ageny of ASCR (303111,A3003601, A3003903, A3003404) and one grant projet by the Czeh SieneFoundation (205-97-0500). An important support was reeived from Span-ish Ministerio de Eduaion y Cienia, Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft,Instituto de Astrof��sia de Canarias, U.S. Air Fore OÆe for Sienti� Re-searh and European Solar Magnetism Network (�naned by the EuropeanCommission).The dissertation is divided into three hapters. A review about the his-tory and urrent status of the researh topis is given in the �rst one. Theseond hapter summarizes and omments the prinipal results presented inthe dissertation. Referenes are appended to the end of this hapter. Thelast hapter ontains 12 original researh papers published in refereed inter-national journals and 2 review papers published in onferene proeedings.In Chapters 1 and 2, these papers are marked by numbers in brakets to dis-tinguish them from other referenes. Their list an be found at the beginningof Chapter 3. Lists of itations are attahed to eah paper.The presented results have ontributed to the general knowledge and tothe suessive researh on sunspots, pores and ative regions. They have alsobeen employed as inputs for theoretial models of these phenomena.6



Chapter 1Introdution
1.1 Sunspots and poresOur Sun is an enormous laboratory for the study of the interation betweenmoving plasma and magneti �elds. All the phenomena onneted with thesolar ativity like ares, prominenes, oronal loops, faulae, sunspots andpores are manifestations of this interation. Of them, sunspots were the �rstto be disovered and are in fat the �rst astrophysial objets where mag-neti �elds have been found. An extensive review on sunspots was reentlypublished by Solanki (2003).1.1.1 HistoryOasional naked-eye observations of sunspots reported by Chinese observersdate bak to as early as 165 BC (Xu et al. 2000). In Europe, large sunspotswere sometimes misinterpreted as transits of planets aross the solar disk.The situation hanged after the introdution of the telesope in astronomyaround 1609. Around 1611, independent disoveries of sunspots were madeby Fabriius (Holland), Sheiner (Germany) and Galileo (Italy). These earlyobservers distinguished immediately the dark entral part of a sunspot, alledumbra, and the outer not so dark annular region, penumbra.In 1769, A. Wilson notied that the penumbra of a irular sunspot nearthe solar limb was narrower on the entre side than on the limb side andmade a orret interpretation that the umbra was loated deeper than thesurrounding solar photosphere. The di�erene in heights is alled Wilsondepression. Statistial rules on sunspots' ourrene and the solar yle weredisovered in 19th entury. The appliation of spetrosopy made it possibleto begin with the astrophysis of sunspots. Hale (1908) �rst reported thepresene of strong magneti �elds in sunspots. Two years earlier, he derivedfrom intensities of spetral lines that the temperature in sunspots is lower7



than that in the photosphere. Evershed (1909) disovered a wavelength shiftand asymmetry of spetral lines formed in the penumbra. This e�et hasbeen interpreted as a Doppler shift aused by a radial, nearly horizontal owaross the penumbra.1.1.2 General harateristisThe morphology of sunspots varies from isolated, unipolar and irularlysymmetri spots to large and highly asymmetri groupings with mixed po-larities. Their typial diameters range from 6 to 40 Mm or more. In aseof young and irregular sunspots, often only some setors of the penumbraare developed. Pores are small sunspots without the penumbra, with typialdiameters 1{6 Mm. They often appear in groups. Near large pores, sometransient �lamentary strutures resembling the penumbra an be observed.Typial lifetimes of sunspots range from days to weeks; large spots live longerthan small ones. Sometimes sunspots survive for a few months and, with thesolar rotation, they return several times to the visible hemisphere. Pores liveonly a few days.Sunspots and pores are often formed by merging of small magneti ele-ments, motions of whih are driven by supergranular and subsurfae ows(e.g.Wang & Zirin 1992, Keil et al. 1999). Small ux elements oalese into smallpores and spots. In further development, these \fragments" onverge andmerge one another, until a large sunspot is reated. The fragments keeptheir identity during the lifetime of a sunspot (Gar��a de la Rosa 1987) andin developed umbrae they are observed as umbral ores (separated parts ofthe umbra) or dark nulei inside an umbral ore. Bright small-sale stru-tures (umbral dots and light bridges) are seen at the intersties of fragmentsboth in sunspots and pores.Aording to ontemporary measurements (e.g. Mart��nez Pillet 1997),magneti �eld of a large sunspot has a maximum value approahing 3000G at the entre of the umbra. The �eld strength dereases monotonouslyoutwards. Its inlination to the normal inreases from zero at the entre toabout 40Æ at the umbral boundary and about 70Æ at the outer edge of thepenumbra. In pores (e.g. S�utterlin 1998; Keil et al. 1999), the maximummagneti �eld strength is of 1700 G and the inlination on the pore's bound-ary varies between 40Æ and 60Æ . Field strengths and inlinations observedin individual sunspots and pores show a onsiderable satter and may di�erfrom the values mentioned above. Keppens & Mart��nez Pillet (1996) foundthat the magneti �eld is extended beyond the visible radii of sunspots andpores, so that the magneti radius is larger than the visible one by fator ofabout 1.3. 8



Sunspots and pores are substantially darker than the surrounding pho-tosphere. The minimum brightness in sunspot umbra ranges typially from0.05 to 0.3 in units of the mean photospheri intensity Iph. Pores are lessdark than sunspots and their minimum intensities are observed in the rangeof 0.2{0.7 Iph. The typial brightness in the penumbra is varying between0.60 and 0.95 Iph (Collados et al. 1988).Early observations suggested that large sunspots are darker than smallones. Suh observations were often insuÆiently orreted for stray light, aspointed out by Zwaan (1965). Observations made sine then have usuallybeen arefully orreted for stray light and, in fat, for sunspots with um-bral diameters larger than 800 {1000 no signi�ant dependene of brightness onumbral size were found (e.g. Albregtsen & Maltby 1981). However, Sobotka(1985), using pro�les of spetral lines orreted for stray light, showed thatsmall umbrae with diameters smaller than 700 {800 have temperatures system-atially higher than large ones. Later, Kopp & Rabin (1992) found a learrelationship between the umbral brightness at � = 1:56�m and sunspot size.These results were on�rmed independently by Mart��nez Pillet & V�azquez(1993). The derease of umbral brightness with inreasing umbral diameterwas also obtained in Paper [3℄ from high-resolution white-light images of 14umbral ores and in Paper [11℄ from infrared images of pores.The relation between the magneti �eld and brightness (or temperature)of umbral ores was �rst predited by the theory: Regions with higher mag-neti �eld strength B should be darker and ooler than those with lower B.This problem was extensively investigated, both theoretially and observa-tionally. The most areful and thorough studies have been made by Kopp& Rabin (1992) and Mart��nez Pillet & V�azquez (1993). The latter authors,analyzing pro�les of Fe I and Ti I lines observed in 8 sunspots, have foundthat the temperature dereases linearly with inreasing B2.Sunspots and pores are dynamial systems. Doppler plasma motionsas well as horizontal motions of small-sale strutures are seen in umbrae,penumbrae and in the surrounding photosphere. Observed with moderatespatial resolution, the umbra is almost stati while the penumbra showspredominantly the Evershed ow. High-resolution observations reveal a moreomplex piture, whih will be desribed in the next setions.Many sunspots are surrounded by a moat, an annular region free of statimagneti �eld (Sheeley 1969), where ows away from the spot are detetedin dopplergrams (Sheeley 1972). Time series of high-resolution images andmagnetograms show granules, faular points and small magneti elementsmoving radially away from the penumbra through the moat (Shine et al. 1987;Muller & Mena 1987; Brikhouse & Labonte 1988; Wang & Zirin 1992; Bonetet al. 2005). It is possible that the moat outow is a surfae manifestation9



Figure 1.1: Theoretial sunspot models: 1 { Monolithi ux tube with magneto-onvetion, 2 { Cluster of thin ux tubes.of a onvetive \ollar" that ontributes to the stability of the sunspot (e.g.Meyer et al. 1974).1.1.3 Theoretial modelsAording to Cowling (1934), sunspots are formed by magneti ux tubesbreaking through the solar photosphere. On the basis of this assumptionBiermann (1941) suggested that the darkness of sunspots ould be explainedin terms of restrition of onvetion by the magneti �eld. Sine then, numer-ous theoretial models have been developed to desribe sunspots and pores.They are briey reviewed in Paper [14℄. Observations show that sunspotsand pores, in spite of appearing very dark in white light, are still relativelyhot (for orientation, e�etive temperatures in umbrae are of about 4000{4500 K), so that the energy transfer annot be suppressed ompletely andsome kind of onvetion should be present there. The two following lassesof theoretial models are the most important (Fig. 1.1) :1. A sunspot (pore) is formed by a monolithi but inhomogeneous uxtube with magnetoonvetion inside. Models of magnetoonvetion desribethe modi�ation of plasma ows by magneti �eld and, at the same time,the hanges in the magneti �eld due to plasma motions. In 3D non-linearnumerial simulations of magnetoonvetion in ompressible uid, struturessimilar to the observed ones appear: Umbral dots, light bridges and penum-bral grains (e.g. Weiss et al. 1996, Ruklidge et al. 2000, Hurlburt et al.2000). Moreover, observed horizontal motions of the �ne strutures are alsoreprodued by these models.2. A sunspot (pore) is formed by a tight bundle of isolated thin uxtubes, separated by �eld-free plasma whih an penetrate into layers nearto the visible surfae. This \luster" or \spaghetti" model was proposed bySeverny (1965) and by Parker (1979a,b). Umbral dots and light bridges an10



be explained as radiative signatures of �eld-free olumns of hot gas intrudingbetween the magneti ux tubes (Choudhuri 1992).Although these two approahes start from very di�erent presumptions,they predit quite similar observable e�ets and both of them an be usedto explain the heating of umbrae as well as the existene of observed �nestrutures. To deide whih model desribes better the reality, it is nees-sary to obtain observational data from deep layers below the visible surfae.Hopefully, the loal (time-distane) helioseismology will shed more light onthis problem in the near future.1.2 Sunspot �ne strutures1.2.1 HistoryObservations of sunspots and pores with high spatial resolution have a longhistory. In 1870 appeared the �rst edition of the book Le Soleil by P. A.Sehi. Most of the basi onepts of the sunspots' morphology an be foundthere. Sehi made visual observations in the period 1865{1870 with a resolu-tion approahing to 0:003 in some ases. In his wonderful drawings he presentednot only the basi morphologial features like multiple umbrae, light bridgesand penumbral �lamentary struture, but also \knots" in bright penumbral�laments (penumbral grains) and internal struture of light bridges. He alsonotied spatial variations in umbral brightness and the darkest regions {\holes"{ in the umbra (dark nulei). In three of his drawings even someumbral dots an be seen, although he did not desribe them.A large olletion of sunspot photographs with spatial resolution of 0:007{100was published by Chevalier (1916). The presene of many visually observedstrutures was on�rmed there and, moreover, a small-sale granular-likepattern in the umbra was disovered. The existene of umbral granulationwas on�rmed later by several observers (Thiessen, 1950; R�osh, 1957; Brayand Loughhead, 1964; Bumba, Hejna, & Suda, 1975). Bumba & Suda (1980)laimed that the spatial distribution of \granules" inside the umbra is iden-tial with that in the photosphere.A new onept in umbral �ne struture was introdued by Danielson(1964). In the photographs from the balloon-borne experiment Stratosopehe deteted very small, bright point-like features that he alled umbral dots.The spatial distribution of umbral dots was quite di�erent from the pho-tospheri granulation pattern. Sine that moment, there were two parallelonepts, umbral granulation and umbral dots, onerning probably the samee�et. This ambiguity was resolved during the 1980s, when new instrumentsand observing tehniques made it possible to get systematially images with11



Figure 1.2: Illustration of basi �ne-struture elements in sunspots: UC { umbralore, PG { penumbral grain, LB { light bridge, DB { di�use bakground, UD {umbral dot, DN { dark nuleus (reprinted from Paper [13℄).a resolution better than 0:005. It seems now that umbral granules orrespondedto groups and lusters of umbral dots, deteted in moderate-resolution ob-servations (0:005{100 ), and that the partially resolved umbral intensity patternresembled apparently the photospheri granulation.The penumbra is formed by bright and dark �laments. Analyzing a se-ries of high-resolution photographs taken at Pi du Midi, Muller (1973a,b)pointed out that the bright �laments are often omposed of aligned penumbralgrains { elongated bright features having ometary-like shapes with \heads"pointing toward the umbra.1.2.2 Overview of sunspot �ne struturesLet us briey summarize the nomenlature of the basi �ne-struture ele-ments, spei�ed in Papers [3℄ and [13℄. See also the illustration in Fig. 1.2.In many sunspots, instead of a single umbra, we observe multiple umbrae,whih seem to behave like independent units. These are termed umbral ores(UC), reserving the more general term umbra for the entirety of dark areas inthe spot. Umbral ores are basi umbral strutures whih survive the wholelifetime of the spot. From the phenomenologial point of view, umbral oresonsist of two omponents. The dark one looks like a oherent bakground12



with smoothly varying intensity forming brighter and darker regions withdi�use transitions. For this reason we all it di�use bakground (DB). Thewell-distinguished darkest regions (loal intensity minima) are alled darknulei (DN). The bright omponent, embedded in the di�use bakground, isformed by umbral dots (UD) or lusters of them and by faint light bridges.Light bridges (LB) show a large variety of sizes, brightnesses, and shapes.Some of them separate umbral ores, being a substantial part of the sunspots'on�guration, others are loated inside umbral ores, forming, together withumbral dots, the umbral bright omponent.The penumbra of sunspots is formed by bright �laments separated by nar-row dark �brils. In a regular spot, the �laments ross the penumbra almostradially. Young and irregular spots often develop only parts of the penumbra.In bright �laments, hains of aligned penumbral grains (PG) are often ob-served. At the inner penumbral boundary, some penumbral grains penetrateinto the umbra as penumbral extensions. Observations with extremely highspatial resolution of 0:0012, aquired with the 1-m Swedish Solar Telesope onLa Palma, revealed an internal struture of penumbral grains (Rouppe vander Voort et al. 2004) and dark ores in penumbral �laments (Sharmer etal. 2002).1.2.3 Umbra and umbral dotsSunspot umbrae often onsist of several umbral ores. Eah umbral orebehaves as an independent unit, so that their brightness and magneti �eldstrength may di�er strongly even in one sunspot. An important photometriparameter of umbral ores is the minimum intensity (or the intensity of thedarkest point), whih is well orrelated with the average intensity of thedi�use bakground { see Paper [3℄. This orrelation, whih is not obviousdue to a signi�ant inhomogeneity of the bakground intensity, allows toharaterize the entire brightness of the di�use bakground by a single, easilymeasurable value.The darkest regions in umbral ores, dark nulei, are the areas with thestrongest magneti �eld, whih is nearly perpendiular to the solar surfae.They are not neessarily loated at the entres of umbral ores. Few umbraldots are seen inside them and some dark nulei appear void even in thebest-quality frames.Umbral dots are tiny bright point-like strutures embedded in the umbraldi�use bakground (Fig. 1.3). They appear in umbral ores as well as inpores. Exellent seeing and a telesope of at least medium size (resolutionbetter than 0:003) are neessary to observe them, often at the resolution limit.13



Figure 1.3: Umbra with umbral dots and dark nulei. The image was taken on20 September 2003 with the 1-m Swedish Solar Telesope, La Palma (Paper [12℄).Muh e�ort has been devoted to determine temperatures, sizes and, morereently, magneti �elds and veloities in umbral dots.For many years, the temperature measurements have been based onphotometri tehniques. Observations in a single wavelength band providebrightness temperature, whih is, however, inuened by image degradationaused by the telesope and seeing. Two-olour photometry irumventsthis problem but it is not straightforward to physially interpret the ob-tained olour temperature, beause the radiation in the two di�erent wave-lengths omes from di�erent geometrial heights with di�erent temperatures.This method was �rst applied to umbral dots by Bekers & Shr�oter (1968)and Kouthmy & Adjabshirzadeh (1981). They found that the olour tem-peratures and brightnesses of umbral dots are similar to those of the quietphotosphere and the diameters are of 150{200 km. However, more reentobservations indiate that the temperature and brightness vary in a broadrange, mostly below the photospheri values. The brightness of umbral dotsseems to be related to the brightness of the adjaent di�use bakground,as indiated by Sobotka et al. (1991). This relation was studied in detailin Papers [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, [12℄ and on�rmed by Denker (1998) and Tritshler &Shmidt (2002). On average, umbral dots are 1.3{1.8 times brighter than thebakground when observed diretly in white-light images. Applying the two-olour photometry or a two-omponent thermal semi-empirial modelling toumbral dots (Papers [2℄, [3℄ and [12℄), their alulated brightness is approxi-mately three times higher than that of the loal di�use bakground.14



For the magneti and Doppler veloity measurements, spatially-resolvedpro�les of spetral lines are required (and Stokes spetra highly desirable).The �rst spetrosopi observations of umbral dots were probably those ofKneer (1973). Analyzing the Zeeman splitting in intensity spetra, he ob-tained a substantial magneti �eld redution of almost a fator two withrespet to the surroundings. Other authors have reported a moderate �eldweakening of about 15 % (Pahlke & Wiehr 1990; Wiehr & Degenhardt 1993;Shmidt & Balthasar 1994; Tritshler & Shmidt 1997; Soas Navarro et al.2004), or no weakening at all (Buurman 1973; Zwaan et al. 1985; Lites et al.1991).The veloity measurements arried out so far indiate that umbral dotsare either at rest with respet to their surroundings (Zwaan et al. 1985;Shmidt & Balthasar 1994; Wiehr 1994) or undergoing small upows of upto 300 m/s (Lites et al. 1991, Soas Navarro et al. 2004). On the other hand,Kneer (1973) and Pahlke & Wiehr (1990) reported strong upows between 1and 3 km/s. Rimmele (2004) measured upows of 1 km/s using a line thatforms lose to the ontinuum level, but he obtained less than 300 m/s withanother line formed 300 km higher in the atmosphere.The disrepanies in magneti �eld strength and veloities found by di�er-ent authors might be aused by usual diÆulties met when studying umbraldots spetrosopially: Stray light and insuÆient spatial resolution. Never-theless, the most important issue is the formation height of spetral lines. Asubstantially redued magneti �eld and high upow veloities are derivedfrom low-forming lines, but when using lines formed higher in the atmo-sphere, umbral dots are pratially invisible onerning the magneti �eldand Doppler veloity.To interpret this fat, Degenhardt & Lites (1993a,b) proposed a magne-tohydrodynamial model of an \umbral ux tube", representing an umbraldot. The shape of the umbral ux tube was similar to a bottle with a d = 300km base loated 200 km below the � = 1 level and a d = 100 km nek 300km above � = 1. The magneti �eld strength at the base was 300 G, whileoutside the tube, in the umbra, it was 3000 G. On the top of the model, atthe nek, the magneti �eld strength inside and outside the tube was equal.A stationary plasma upow (15 m/s at the base) was present in the tube.The ontinuum intensity ratio produed by this model was estimated to 2.5.With spetral lines formed at the top of the model, no magneti �eld u-tuation an be deteted. The diameter of the upper part of the tube is sosmall that the observed upow is below the error of measurement.Some aspets of the above-mentioned theoretial model were reently on-�rmed by Soas Navarro et al. (2004). From the inversion of Stokes pro�les15



of 8 umbral dots they found that umbral dots are hotter than the surround-ing umbra only in layers deeper than 100 km above �5000 = 1. The magneti�eld is weaker by 10 % than in the umbra and it is inlined 30Æ { 40Æ to thenormal. The inlination dereases with height, indiating a possible mag-neti anopy (a "bottle nek") above the dot. Upow of about 200 m/s wasdeteted.Considering the basi theoretial models of sunspots and pores (see Set.1.1.3), umbral dots are manifestations of either osillatory magnetoonvetiveplumes in a monolithi ux tube (see the review by Thomas & Weiss 2004and referenes therein) or �eld-free olumns of hot gas intruding betweenmagneti ux tubes in the luster model (Choudhuri 1992). In both ases, themodels are onsistent with observations, prediting a redution of magneti�eld and an upow in low atmospheri layers. A omplementary mehanismof energy input to umbral dots was suggested by Hamedivafa (2003) andHamedivafa & Sobotka (2004): At the end of its life, the lateral pressurebalane of a volume of hot gas (umbral dot) is perturbed, the volume shrinksand, as a onsequene of the inreasing �eld gradient at its border, Jouleheating an sustain the umbral dot brightness for a ertain period.1.2.4 Light bridgesLight bridges (Fig. 1.4) are bright elongated strutures that separate um-bral ores or are embedded in the umbra (see Papers [3℄, [4℄ and [14℄ for adetailed desription of the morphologial lassi�ation). Their internal stru-ture depends on the inlination of loal magneti �eld and an be granular,�lamentary, or a ombination of both. Their width varies from less than 100to several seonds of ar and the brightness an range from the intensity offaint umbral dots up to the photospheri one. Some light bridges show longnarrow dark lanes running parallel to the axis of the light bridges (Berger &Berdyugina 2003).Many observations on�rm that magneti �eld in light bridges is muhweaker ompared to the umbra (Bekers & Shr�oter 1969; Abdusamatov1970; Kneer 1973; Lites et al. 1991). In addition to the �eld redution, Wiehr& Degenhardt (1993) and R�uedi et al. (1995) reported a higher inlinationto the normal of the �eld vetor. Leka (1997) laimed that the magneti �eldis lower by 500{1200 G and more inlined than in the surrounding umbrabut less than in the penumbra. Reently, Jur��ak et al. (2006) have shownthat in light bridges the �eld strength inreases and the inlination dereaseswith inreasing height in the atmosphere. This indiates the presene of amagneti anopy above a deeply loated �eld-free or weak-�eld region thatforms the light bridge. 16



Figure 1.4: Granular light bridges in sunspot (AR 6709). The slit-jaw image wastaken on 6 July 1991 with the 0.5-m Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope, La Palma(reprinted from Paper [4℄).Line-of-sight veloities show upows and downows with magnitudes upto 400 m/s, indiating onvetive motions (Paper [4℄; Leka 1997). Conve-tive elements similar to granulation with upows in bright \granules" anddownows in dark lanes are observed in granular light bridges (Rimmele1997). In omparison with photospheri granulation, ell sizes and veloitiesare smaller and lifetimes longer, whih may be a onsequene of remainingweak magneti �eld. A similar situation an be found in abnormal pho-tospheri granulation (Paper [4℄). Observations of evolution and horizontalmotions of bright \granules" also indiate the existene of onvetive motions(Hirzberger et al. 2002).The evolution of light bridges is strongly related to the development of thewhole sunspot. During the sunspot formation, strips of photospheri granu-lation ompressed between approahing umbrae (\fragments") develop intolight bridges. The widths and brightnesses of these light bridges derease, andwith further evolution the bridges split in hains of umbral dots. A reversesenario is observed during the sunspot deay. From the above mentionedfats it an be onluded that light bridges are deep-formed strutures { on-vetive regions with weak (or zero) magneti �eld intruding into an otherwisestable, magneti sunspot.
17



1.2.5 Penumbral �laments and grainsThe most typial feature of penumbral �ne strutures is the elongated shape,a onsequene of strongly inlined magneti �eld. Bright (about 1 Iph onaverage) and dark (0.6 Iph) �laments an be distinguished on the �rst sight.Nevertheless, due to large-sale intensity variations in the penumbra, theonepts \bright" and \dark" have only a loal meaning. The width ofpenumbral �laments was disussed by S�anhez Almeida & Bonet (1998) wholaimed that, with the resolution of 0:0028, most of penumbral �laments arespatially unresolved. On the other hand, Balthasar et al. (2001) found atypial width of 250 km (0:0035). Observations with spatial resolution of 0:0012have shown that some �laments are unresolved and narrower than 80 km(Rouppe van der Voort et al. 2004). Sharmer et al. (2002) disovered narrowdark ores in bright �laments; their nature is still unknown.Important questions are, how the strength and inlination of magneti�eld di�er between bright and dark �laments and where the Evershed owis onentrated. A signi�ant e�ort is dediated to solve these problems butresults of observations are often onfusing (see the review by Solanki 2003 andreferenes therein). The main diÆulty is that spetral lines and ontinua areformed at di�erent heights in the atmosphere and that the formation heightsare not equal in bright and dark (hot and ool) penumbral strutures. In the�rst approximation, we an aept that dark �laments host more inlinedmagneti �eld (by 30Æ { 40Æ ) ompared to bright �laments. The Evershedow tends to be onentrated in dark �laments but it is also present in thebright ones. There is no lear orrelation between the bright and and dark�laments and azimuthal variations of the magneti �eld strength. In anyase, it seems that there are two systems of magneti �eld lines di�ering ininlination and that the Evershed ow is related to the more horizontal one.Many bright penumbral �laments show loal brightenings often situatedat the �lament's end pointing to the umbra (Fig. 1.5). These elongatedomet-like features are alled penumbral grains (Muller 1973a,b). Theirbrightness range from 0.84 to 1.10 Iph, and their width is of about 0:005 (Paper[8℄). Penumbral grains are dynamial objets. Muller (1973a) used a seriesof 34 white-light photographs, overing an interval of 3 h, to trak visuallypenumbral grains in order to determine both veloities and lifetimes as fun-tions of position within the penumbra. He laimed that penumbral grainsmoved toward the umbra with maximum speed 500 m/s at the penumbra-umbra border and zero at the penumbra-photosphere boundary. The life-times were about 3 h in the middle part of the penumbra, and about 45minutes in the inner and outer parts. T�onjes & W�ohl (1982), using a similarmethod, on�rmed the results of Muller (1973a) but found lower horizontalveloities with a maximum of 330 m/s. Lifetimes ranged from 1 to 3 h.18



Figure 1.5: Penumbral grains observed on 18 June 2004 with the 1-m SwedishSolar Telesope, La Palma (observers M. Sobotka, K. Pushmann and C. M�ostl).The horizontal motions in penumbrae an be measured using loal or-relation traking (LCT, November & Simon 1988). Beause LCT does notdistinguish between motions of bright and dark strutures, it is not learthat LCT of a sunspot penumbra is traking solely penumbral grains, or alsoother features. For example, it is known that in the outer penumbra, darkloud-like features move rapidly (up to 3.5 km/s) towards the photospherigranulation (Shine et al. 1994). Wang & Zirin (1992) applied LCT to series ofimages of 5 sunspots and in four ases they reported motions of both brightgrains and dark �brils toward the umbra in the inner part of the penumbraand outward motions in the outer part. In one ase the inow ourred overthe whole penumbra. Denker (1988) reported that a line of positive diver-gene divides the penumbra, implying opposite diretions of motion in theinner and outer parts.In Papers [8℄ and [9℄ we applied a feature-traking tehnique to two seriesof sunspot images, one of them restored using the spekle masking algorithm,in order to aurately trak the motions and to measure the lifetimes ofpenumbral grains. We found a dividing line in the penumbra, approximately2/3 of the distane from the umbra to the spot's border, suh that mostpenumbral grains outside this line moved outwards with average speed of 750m/s and those inside moved towards the umbra (average speed 500 m/s). Thelifetimes were shorter than those obtained by Muller (1973a) and T�onjes &19



Figure 1.6: A sheme of unombed penumbral model. Borders of umbra andpenumbra are marked by dots, the visible surfae by dashes. Solid lines representtwo systems of magneti �eld.W�ohl (1982). The detailed results are presented in Set. 2.3.3. The question,what happens with the outward-moving penumbral grains when they reahthe penumbra-photosphere boundary, was disussed by Bonet et al. (2004).They have shown that about 1/3 of grains esape from the penumbra andpenetrate into the surrounding granulation where the grains ontinue theiroutward motion, either as small bright features, or growing as expandinggranules.It is diÆult to make a physial desription of omplex penumbral stru-tures and their dynamis, inluding the Evershed e�et and horizontal mo-tions of penumbral grains. Let us mention two promising models, whih mayprovide a basis for a future development.The unombed penumbral model was suggested by Solanki & Montavon(1993). An array of spatially unresolved, nearly horizontal ux tubes rootedin deep layers is embedded in a magneti �eld with radially variable inli-nation angle (Fig. 1.6). This bakground �eld orresponds to the globalmagneti �eld of the sunspot. Field strengths in both systems of magneti�eld an be equal or they an di�er. The horizontal ux tubes are expetedto ondut the Evershed ow. Observational evidenes for this model weregiven by Mart��nez Pillet (2000) and Westendorp Plaza et al. (2001). Thelatter authors have found that in outer penumbra the magneti �eld andEvershed ow have a down-direted omponent.The moving tube model, elaborated by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998), at-tempts to explain simultaneously the Evershed ow and the motion of penum-bral grains. This model desribes the rise to the surfae of a thin magnetiux tube from the boundary layer between the sunspot and its non-magnetisurroundings. During this motion, a hot upow develops along the tube,whih is observed at the surfae as Evershed ow. The rossing point of20



the tube with the visible surfae is observed as a penumbral grain. The riseof the ux tube auses a radial inward motion of the rossing point. Thismodel was further developed (Shlihenmaier 2002) and a wavy shape of theux tube was introdued to explain also the observed outward motions ofpenumbral grains.1.3 Photosphere in ative regions1.3.1 Horizontal motions and strutural hanges in theviinity of poresMotions of magneti strutures, faulae, pores and sunspots, provide impor-tant information about the dynamis and evolution of ative regions. Theyan be determined by traking magneti strutures during periods of sev-eral hours. For example, Brants & Steenbeek (1985) found that the pores inan emerging region are loated in a ring that expands predominantly in theeast-west diretion with a veloity of 700 m/s and with an almost negligiblerotation. Strous et al. (1996) showed that pores move along the edges ofan ative region toward the major sunspots of their own magneti polarityand that the major sunspots move apart. The separation veloities betweenobjets of opposite polarities were determined for pores, faular elements andsunspots. On average, preeding strutures moved faster than the followingones.Solar pores do not develop moats like sunspots. Wang & Zirin (1992)reported onverging ows around pores with speeds of 500 m/s and oherenesales of 2000{3000 km. However, Denker (1998) did not �nd this type ofmotions. We thoroughly studied this problem in Paper [10℄ and ame to theonlusion that the motions of granules in the viinity of pores are driven bymesogranular ows (see Set. 2.4.1). Hurlburt & Ruklidge (2000) ondutednumerial modelling of pores and sunspots as ux tubes in a ompressibleonveting atmosphere. In their alulations, uid motions at the surfaeonverge toward the ux tube.A related problem is how the granulation is a�eted by the emergene ofnew magneti ux or by the formation of a horizontal magneti �eld insidethe ative region. Miller (1960) and Brants & Steenbeek (1985) detetedalignments of granules and intergranular lanes. Aording to Wang & Zirin(1992), these alignments either onnet magneti elements of opposite po-larity or orrespond to unipolar �elds. Suh e�et, related to a temporaryintrusion of an opposite magneti polarity, is desribed in Paper [10℄. It isalso well known that the properties of the granulation are a�eted by themagneti �eld in faular regions, giving rise to abnormal granulation (f.21



Paper [4℄). Sometimes, transient �lamentary regions, resembling parts of apenumbra, are attahed to pores (Paper [10℄; Dorotovi� et al. 2002). Theseregions are instable and, although showing some typial penumbral features,they di�er from a normal penumbra.1.3.2 Photospheri faulaeFaulae are bright regions seen in white light near the solar limb and, in somenarrow wavelength bands, also elsewhere on the disk. They are omposedof small (0:0025) faular points disovered by Mehltretter (1974). Bright andextended faulae are observed in ative regions; faint faulae form a photo-spheri network in quiet regions. Faulae orrespond to onentrations ofsmall-sale magneti �elds (see, for example, the review by Solanki 1999).Two ompeting models try to explain the observed properties of faulae byombining geometrial and thermal e�ets. The \hot wall" model (Spruit1976; Kn�olker et al. 1985) explains the white-light brightening of faulaefrom the disk entre to the limb as a onsequene of the entrane into theobserver's �eld of view the hot wall of the evauated magneti ux tube. Onthe other hand, the \hot loud" model (Rogerson 1961; Chapman & Ingersoll1972) assumes that faulae are optially thin pathes above the top of thephotosphere.A ritial point is to understand how the brightness is related to the mag-neti ux, going from bright faulae to dark pores. This has been simulatednumerially by Spruit & Zwaan (1981), who alulated the balane betweenthe inhibition of onvetive energy transport (strong in large magneti on-entrations and in deep layers) and the lateral radiative heating from thenon-magneti surroundings, whih is substantial in small strutures and intheir upper layers due to the inrease of the photon mean free path withdereasing density. They found that the transition between bright and darkstrutures ours at sizes around 100 .Observations of photospheri strutures in the infrared are of partiularinterest, beause the opaity minimum is at 1.6 �m, so that the deepestlayers of the photosphere an be probed at this wavelength. Foukal et al.(1989), Foukal et al. (1990), Foukal & Moran (1994) have published a seriesof papers based on suh observations and have reported that many faulaeare dark at the disk entre. Moran et al. (1992) found that the dark infraredontrast inreases with magneti ux above a threshold value of about 2�1018Mx. Observations of an ative region at 1.57 �m and 610 nm with spatialresolution of 100 were obtained by Wang et al. (1998). They on�rmed thedark ontrast of 1.6 �m faulae at the disk entre and studied its relation tothe magneti ux density. 22



In Paper [11℄ we analyzed observations of dark faulae and pores near thedisk entre in infrared bands 1.55 and 0.80 �m that are formed at di�erentheights in the photosphere. The brightness temperatures alulated for thetwo wavelengths were disussed in terms of the eÆieny of onvetive energytransport and lateral radiative heating in magneti ux tubes with di�erentdiameters. This work was extended by S�anhez Cuberes et al. (2002) whostudied the entre-to-limb variations of the faular ontrast and size and therelation between the faular size and intensity.
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Chapter 2Prinipal resultsIn this hapter we summarize our most important results in the ontextof the knowledge at the time of publiation and we omment briey theirontribution to the further development of onerned topis. To obtain theseresults, we have elaborated several methods and tehniques (for example thefeature traking algorithm) that are not desribed here but an be found inthe papers in Chapter 3.2.1 Umbral dotsUmbral dots (hereafter UDs) are a perpetual hallenge to the observers.Papers [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, [5℄, [6℄, [7℄, [10℄ and [12℄ are dediated to this topi. Theresults presented in the following setions were often used for observationalonstraints to the models of magnetoonvetion in ompressible uid (e.g.Weiss et al. 1996, 2002; Blanhower et al. 1998; Hurlburt & Ruklidge2000; Ruklidge et al. 2000).2.1.1 BrightnessAround 1990, the idea of very small UDs with approximately photospheribrightness (Bekers & Shr�oter 1968; Kouthmy & Adjabshirzadeh 1981)was generally aepted. On the oter hand, Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1986)reported a signi�ant spread of brightnesses and sizes. Krat et al. (1972)measured a relative ontrast of UDs with respet to the neighbouring dif-fuse bakground. Although they did not bring any onlusions in this sense,from their data it ould be derived that the UDs brightness an be relatedto the bakground intensity. This peak-to-bakground (P/B) intensity rela-tion was studied in Paper [1℄ using white-light images with spatial resolutionof about 0:005, aquired with the Gregory-Coud�e Telesope at the Observa-torio del Teide, Tenerife, Canary Islands. We found a linear dependene of24



Figure 2.1: Observed peak intensities I of umbral dots versus loal intensities ofumbral bakground Iub (see Paper [12℄).brightnesses of 29 UDs on the loal bakground intensities. The real slope ofthis relation was determined in Paper [2℄: Pro�les of the Na I D lines 589.6and 589.0 nm, observed simultaneously with the white-light images, wereinverted to obtain two-omponent thermal models of three UDs. Using theontinuum intensities alulated from the models, for the ratio of the UD andbakground intensities we obtained a value 2:6� 0:2. The results of Papers[1℄ and [2℄ were used by Degenhardt & Lites (1993b) to put observationalonstraints to their magnetohydrodynamial model of UDs (see Set. 1.2.3).The P/B intensity relation was further studied in Paper [3℄ on a sam-ple of 1507 UDs, observed with the 0.5-m Swedish Vauum Solar Telesope(SVST) at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muhahos, La Palma, Ca-nary Islands. White-light images around 542.5 nm as well as spetra of themagnetially insensitive line Fe I 543.4 nm were reorded. In white light,the observed intensities of UDs ranged from 0.08 to 0.90 in units of themean intensity of quiet photosphere (Iph) and they were losely related tothe bakground intensities. The mean value of the observed P/B ratio wasfound to be 1:6 � 0:3. In spite of a good spatial resolution (0:003), this isstill an underestimate due to image degradation aused by the telesope andthe turbulene in the Earth's atmosphere. To obtain the orreted value,we omputed two-omponent semi-empirial models of 10 UDs (and 3 darknulei) from the observed Fe I pro�les. The ratio of the alulated UD andbakground intensities was 3:3�0:5. Taking into aount the result of Paper[2℄, we an expet that the \true" P/B ratio is approximately equal to 3.This fat was heked reently in Paper [12℄ using observations aquiredwith the new 1-m Swedish Solar Telesope (SST), La Palma. White-light25



images were taken simultaneously in two wavelength bands around 451 nm(blue) and 602 nm (red) with spatial resolution of 0:0015. Satter plots of theUD intensity versus the bakground intensity for both wavelengths are shownin Fig. 2.1. The points are onentrated into setor-shaped louds, where thelower limits are determined by the UD-seletion riteria. In spite of a strongsatter, a lear trend an be observed. Average values of the observed P/Bratios are 1:8 � 0:5 (blue) and 1:6 � 0:5 (red). The method of two-olourphotometry was applied to obtain average \true" intensities. About 50 %of UDs have \true" intensities higher than the quiet photosphere and the\true" P/B ratio is 4� 2 (blue) and 3� 2 (red). This is in good agreementwith the results previously obtained (Bekers & Shr�oter 1968; Kouthmy& Adjabshirzadeh 1981; Paper [3℄). However, we suspet that this method,whih is based on some unrealisti assumptions, may produe biased results.Now it is aepted by many authors that the brightness of UDs depends onthe brightness of the adjaent umbral di�use bakground. This fat an be ex-plained by both the monolithi ux tube model and the luster model. Higherbrightness of the di�use bakground means lower magneti �eld strength. Ina weaker �eld, the osillatory magnetoonvetion is stronger and hot plumesthat form UDs bring more energy to the surfae. In ase of the luster model,the weaker �eld allows the �eld-free olumns of hot gas to penetrate higher,loser to the visible surfae, what results in the enhaned brightness of UDs.Several authors (e.g. Grossmann-Doerth et al. 1986; Ewell 1992) dis-tinguished \peripheral" UDs loated in the outer parts of the umbra and\entral" UDs observed in the inner parts and inside dark nulei. Periph-eral UDs are usually brighter than entral ones. In Paper [7℄ we produeda histogram of time-averaged observed intensities of 662 UDs deteted by afeature-traking algorithm in a 4.5 h long series of images aquired with the0.5-m SVST. The histogram learly shows two peaks at 0.34 and 0.48 Iph.A similar shape of the intensity histogram was also found by Tritshler &Shmidt (2002). This may indiate a double population of UDs in sunspotumbrae. The bright population is mostly loated at or near the umbral-penumbral boundary, while the faint one ours everywhere in the umbra.This probably led earlier observers to the division into peripheral and en-tral UDs. On the other hand, the enhaned brightness of UDs in the viinityof the umbral border, where the intensity of the umbral di�use bakgroundrises towards its maximum, is simply due to the P/B intensity relation. Aquestion remains open if the two populations are a trivial onsequene of therising bakground brightness at the edge of the umbra or they indiate twophysially di�erent kinds of UDs.Temporal variations of UDs brightness were measured in Paper [7℄. Thepower-spetrum analysis revealed several periods, among them 32 and 1626



Figure 2.2: Histogram of observed diameters of UDs obtained with a 0.5-m tele-sope (reprinted from Paper [6℄).minutes that are similar to average lifetimes of UDs reported by variousauthors (see Set. 2.1.3). The temporal variations of brightness and sizewere utilized by Hamedivafa & Sobotka (2004) to hek for the Joule heatingmehanism in UDs (see Set. 1.2.3).2.1.2 SizeObserved sizes (diameters) of UDs are always inuened by the �nite reso-lution of the telesope and by the seeing. Thus the \true" sizes of UDs aresupposed to be smaller than the observed ones. Their determination is loselyrelated to the estimate of \true" brightnesses, beause knowing the \true"and observed brightnesses and the observed size we an alulate the \true"size from the ux onservation law. Taking the \true" brightness equal tothe photospheri one, Kouthmy & Adjabshirzadeh (1981) onluded thatthe diameters of UDs are very small: 0:0014{0:0028 (100{200 km). Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1986) and Lites et al. (1991) tried to measure the sizes of UDsin white-light images restored for the estimated instrumental point-spreadfuntions. They obtained 0:004{0:009 (290{650 km) and 0:0017{0:0039 (120{280km), respetively. In the former ase, Grossmann-Doerth et al. probablyobserved lusters of UDs rather than individual ones.In Paper [3℄, using the approximate relation between the UD and bak-ground intensities, we derived the diameters to be in the range 0:0025{0:0041(180{300 km). It is worth to note that the size and brightness of UDs areunorrelated.In 1995 we have developed a feature traking ode (see Paper [6℄) to detetsmall-sale features and to reord their evolution in time. This proedure27



Figure 2.3: Histograms of observed diameters of UDs obtained with a 1-m tele-sope. a, b { UDs in pores, , d, e { UDs in sunspot umbrae. Solid line { � 451nm, dotted line { � 602 nm. The bin size is 0:0004, Ntotal = 1191 (reprinted fromPaper [12℄).returns intensities, sizes, lifetimes and positions of UDs that are not biased byobservers' subjetive seletion. Observed diameters of 11758 UDs, identi�edin a 4.5 h long series of images aquired with the 0.5-m SVST, were analyzedin Paper [6℄. The statistial distribution (histogram in Fig. 2.2) did not showany \typial" value. In fat, the number of UDs strongly inreased withdereasing size down to the resolution limit. This result was later on�rmedby Tritshler & Shmidt (2002) who, using the phase-diversity tehnique,orreted their observations both for the instrumental and atmospheri pointspread funtions, so that the resolution limit was determined only by the ut-o� frequeny of a 0.7-m telesope. The histogram of orreted sizes showedthe same shape like that of the observed ones and the average orreteddiameter was only by 0:0002 smaller than the mean observed diameter. Thesefats implied that most of umbral dots remained unresolved by telesopeswith diameters of 0.5{0.7 m.With the new generation of the large solar telesopes of at least 1-m di-ameter and equipped with adaptive optis orreting the atmospheri seeing28



and instrumental aberrations in real time, the resolution power has beeninreased substantially up to nearly 0:001. In Paper [12℄ we used the new1-m SST to measure sizes of UDs in two sunspots and two pores with spa-tial resolution better than 0:0015. Histograms of observed diameters of UDs(Fig. 2.3), instead of a monotonous inrease toward the smallest sizes, showa lear maximum at 0:0023 (about 170 km) that an be onsidered a \typial"observed size. This means that the majority of UDs are spatially resolved bya 1-m telesope. A very similar histogram of sizes, peaking at 160 km, wasfound by Wiehr et al. (2004) for intergranular G-band bright points observedwith the 1-m SST. The average \true" diameter omputed for 585 UDs usingthe method of two-olour photometry was 0:0014� 0:0006 (100� 40 km). Thisdiameter is omparable with the mean free photon path alulated at optialdepth �5000 = 2=3, whih is 90 km in the quiet photosphere and 70 km insunspot umbrae and pores.2.1.3 LifetimeLifetimes of UDs an be determined from time series of images. The �rstestimates were about 25 minutes (Bekers & Shr�oter 1968; Adjabshirzadeh& Kouthmy 1980). More reent observations made by Kitai (1986) andKuso�sky & Lundstedt (1986) indiated longer typial lifetimes of 40 and60 minutes, respetively. Ewell (1992) reported a mean lifetime of only 15minutes. Several UDs were observed to exist for more than 2 h (Kuso�sky& Lundstedt 1986; Ewell 1992). It should be noted that the time resolutionof all above mentioned observations was not better than 5 minutes.In Paper [6℄, we obtained lifetimes of 662 UDs with a time resolution of45 s, applying our feature-traking ode to a 4.5 h series aquired with the0.5-m SVST. This series was the longest one available at that time with highspatial and temporal resolution. We found that 66 % of UDs had lifetimesshorter than 10 minutes, 27 % between 10 and 40 minutes, 6 % between 40and 120 minutes and 1 % of UDs existed longer than 2 h. We did not �ndany \typial" value; rather, the shorter the lifetime, the more numerous UDs.This result di�ers from the former estimates, whih were based on observa-tions of small samples of UDs and probably inuened by visual seletione�ets and intensity variations of long-lived UDs.2.1.4 Spatial distributionThe spatial distribution of UDs is an important observational input to theo-retial models. UDs an be found everywhere in the umbra (Adjabshirzadeh& Kouthmy 1980). Their distribution, however, is not uniform. They formlusters and alignments at some \preferred" loations in the umbra and they29



Figure 2.4: Spatial distribution of UDs with di�erent lifetimes t: Symbol \+"represents UDs with t � 10 minutes, triangles orrespond to 10 < t � 40 minutes,squares to 40 < t � 80 minutes, and bold squares to t > 80 minutes. Theunderlying image of the umbral ore has intensity ontours 0.24, 0.26, 0.28, 0.30,and 0.45 Iph. The oordinates are in pixels (0:00125/px). Reprinted from Paper [6℄.are almost missing in dark nulei. From measurements in 18 di�erent umbralores we found that the average nearest neighbour distane of UDs (0:005{0:0075)dereases and the observed �lling fator (the relative area oupied by UDs,6 %{15 %) inreases with inreasing brightness of the di�use bakground(Paper [3℄).Reently, we have re�ned these results using the data with very highspatial resolution (0:0015) aquired at the 1-m SST (Paper [12℄). The meannearest neighbour distane measured in 5 umbral ores was in the range0:0038{0:0048 and the �lling fator based on observed areas of UDs was 9 %on average. However, we must keep in mind that the \true" areas may besubstantially smaller than the observed ones, so that the \true" �lling fatoris only 3 %{5 % in dark and 5 %{10 % in bright umbral ores (Paper [3℄).Large (d > 0:004) and long-lived (t > 40 minutes, see Fig. 2.4) UDs tendto appear in relatively bright regions of the di�use bakground (Paper [6℄),where the magneti �eld strength is loally weaker. The brightest UDs areusually loated at the periphery of the umbra (Paper [7℄), where the di�use-bakground intensities are high. 30



2.1.5 Contribution to umbral heatingIt was mentioned in the preeding setions that UDs are more numerousand have higher average intensity in bright umbral ores than in dark ones.An often disussed question was if UDs are a possible soure of individualdi�erenes in the mean brightness of umbrae (Adjabshirzadeh & Kouthmy1983; Sobotka 1988; Pahlke & Wiehr 1990), in other words, if umbrae areheated by UDs.We have studied this problem in Paper [3℄ and derived from our datathe ontribution of UDs to the mean umbral brightness in the wavelengthband around 540 nm. Taking \true" �lling fators 4 % in dark umbral oresand 7 % in the bright ones and using the P/B ratio equal to 3, we foundthat in dark umbral ores (with bakground brightness of 0.14 Iph) UDsgenerate about 10% and in the bright ones (0.30 Iph) about 20 % of the totalenergy ux. These values are too low to explain the broad range of umbralbrightnesses, so that the total brightness in umbra must depend mainly onthe brightness of the di�use bakground. However, if the bakground wouldbe heated by lateral radiation from UDs below the visible surfae, umbraestrongly populated by dots ould have brighter di�use bakground than theless populated ones (Sobotka 2003). This possibility should be onsideredmainly in ase of the luster model, where UDs are expeted to be tips ofdeeply rooted olumns of hot gas.2.1.6 Horizontal motionsTime series of high-resolution white-light images make it possible to measurehorizontal motions of UDs. Ewell (1992), Wang & Zirin (1992) and Molowny-Horas (1994) reported that some UDs, perhaps assoiated with penumbralgrains, move inwards, toward the entre of the umbra. Ewell (1992) sug-gested distinguishing between entral and peripheral UDs on the basis oftheir horizontal motions { entral UDs were stationary while peripheral UDsdrifted inwards.In Paper [5℄ we analyzed a 51 minutes long series of images, aquiredat the 0.5-m SVST. The horizontal motions of umbral �ne strutures weredetermined by applying the method of loal orrelation traking (LCT), de-sribed by November & Simon (1988). We observed penumbral grains movingtowards the umbra. Some of them rossed the penumbra-umbra boundary,beoming peripheral UDs, and moved farther into the umbra until they metdark nulei. Then, UDs slowed down their motion and disappeared. Insome ases, the \ollision" of UD with a dark nuleus was aompanied by abrightening of another UD, already existing on the opposite side of the darknuleus. We suggested that dark nulei, with the strongest magneti �eld,31



Figure 2.5: Vetors of time-averaged horizontal motion veloities for 224 UDswith lifetimes > 10 minutes. The underlying image and sale are as in Fig. 2.4(reprinted from Paper [7℄).are dominant strutures in the umbra. UDs and faint light bridges that sepa-rate the dark nulei, probably represent di�erent kinds of onvetion alteredby the magneti �eld.Horizontal motions of UDs were further studied in Paper [7℄. We appliedour feature-traking ode to the 4.5-h series aquired with the 0.5-m SVST.The number of UDs dereases with inreasing magnitude of the horizontalmotion veloity and the veloity magnitude dereases with inreasing lifetimeof UDs. Speeds of UDs are grouped at 100 and 400 m/s. The observed spatialdistribution of UDs with di�erent horizontal veloities is shown in Fig. 2.5.Although UDs are on the average faster at the periphery of the umbra thanin the entral region, our results do not support Ewell's (1992) idea of movingperipheral and stationary entral UDs, beause both \fast" and \slow" UDsare present in all parts of the umbra.In Paper [7℄, we on�rmed the observation reported in Paper [5℄ thata \ollision" of UD with a dark nuleus may be followed by a brighteningof another UD loated on the opposite side of the dark nuleus. If theollision and subsequent brightening are physially related, e.g. by a wavepropagating aross the dark nuleus, the propagation speed would be about2{7 km/s. In general, horizontal motions of UDs are apparent, i.e., they maynot represent a real mass motion. We probaly observe a wavelike translationof the onvetive pattern, whih is halted by the stronger, more vertial32



Figure 2.6: Large pore (AR 7886) observed at the 0.5-m SVST and analyzed inPaper [10℄. Light bridges and UDs are learly visible. Area of the �eld is 1200 �1200 .magneti �eld in the dark nulei (Thomas & Weiss 2004) or, in ase of theluster model, a motion of intersetions with the visible surfae of the olumnswith hot �eld-free plasma.2.1.7 Umbral dots in poresSolar pores show the same variety of �ne-sale features like sunspot umbrae {UDs, light bridges and dark nulei (Fig. 2.6). The �rst detailed photometryof UDs in pores was done by Bonet et al. (1995). The observed sizes of UDsin a small pore were of about 0:007, at the upper limit of the UD size range insunspots.In Paper [10℄, we identi�ed and traked the evolution of 171 UDs thatappeared in a large pore (diameter 8:009) during a 67 minute time series a-quired with the 0.5-m SVST. The average observed brightness of UDs was0.74 Iph, higher than in a sunspot umbra. The histogram of brightnesses hada single peak, in ontrast to that in sunspots, whih displayed two maxima(see Set. 2.1.1). Bright UDs in sunspot umbra orresponding to the seondmaximum were onentrated near the umbra-penumbra border. In the pore,there was no di�erene between the spatial distributions of bright and faintUDs.The histogram of sizes, derived in Paper [10℄, had a shape analogous tothat shown in Fig. 2.2 { the number of UDs inreased with dereasing sizetill the resolution limit 0:0025. On the other hand, UDs in two pores observed33



with spatial resolution of 0:0015 (Paper [12℄) had the typial observed size of0:0023, equal to that in sunspot umbrae (see Fig. 2.3).The average lifetime of UDs in the pore was 19 minutes (Paper [10℄),longer than that in the sunspot umbra (14 minutes, Paper [6℄). The numberof UDs dereased with inreasing lifetime. Some UDs were present during thewhole 67-minute period of observation. The veloities of horizontal motionshad a median value 260 m/s (Paper [10℄). The number of UDs inreasedwith dereasing speed. The motions of UDs that were faster than 200 m/swere direted mostly inwards. The spatial distribution of UDs with di�erenthorizontal veloities was similar to that in the sunspot umbra.In summary, UDs observed in pores are similar to those in sunspot um-brae, but they live longer, are brighter and have a higher �lling fator. Itseems that the UD forming proess is stronger and more stable in weakermagneti �eld of pores than in strong �eld of developed umbrae.In Paper [6℄ (Set. 2.1.6), we mentioned that some penumbral grainspenetrate into the sunspot umbra and are observed as inward-moving UDs.A similar phenomenon was observed in pores and desribed in Paper [10℄:Granular motions in the viinity of pores are driven by mesogranular ows.Motions toward the pore dominate in the 200 zone around the pore bound-ary. Pushed by these motions, small granules and granular fragments loatedlose to the pore border sometimes penetrate into the pore, where they moveinwards as bright short-lived features very similar to umbral dots. The ap-ture of bright features by the pore is probably a miro-sale manifestation ofthe \turbulent erosion" (Petrovay & Moreno Insertis 1997), whih results inthe deay of the pore.2.2 Light bridgesApart from umbral dots, other bright strutures are also present in um-brae of sunspots and pores { the light bridges (LBs). Several attempts weremade to establish a morphologial lassi�ation of LBs (for example Bray &Loughhead 1964; Muller 1979; Bumba & Suda 1983). In Papers [3℄ and [4℄we proposed and in [13℄ and [14℄ further spei�ed a simple two-dimensionallassi�ation based on two parameters: (i) The morphology related to thesunspot on�guration, namely, if LB separates umbral ores (strong LB) ornot (faint LB). (ii) The internal struture { granular or �lamentary. Thus,four basi types of LBs are distinguished: faint granular (FG), faint �lamen-tary (FF), strong granular (SG) and strong �lamentary (SF). A ombinationof granular and �lamentary strutures has been observed too. The �rst pa-rameter gives an information about the role of LBs in the general on�gura-tion of the umbra, while the seond haraterizes the inlination of magneti34



�eld in LBs (less inlined in granular LBs, more inlined in �lamentary LBs).Our lassi�ation has been aepted by several authors (e.g. Rimmele 1997;Berger & Berdyugina 2003).The struture of FG bridges was studied in Paper [3℄. These faint LBsare omposed of small bright granules (grains) with typial size of 0:0047.The mean nearest-neighbour distane of the granules is 0:0053 and their fra-tional area in LBs is of about 0.5, lose to the frational area granulum-intergranulum in the quiet photosphere. Two FG bridges were also observedin a large pore (Paper [10℄). This observation was used later by Hirzbergeret al. (2002) to study in detail the evolution and dynamis of granules in thebridges.A photometri and spetrosopi study of two SG bridges was publishedin Paper [4℄. The data were aquired at SVST in July 1991 with spatialresolution of 0:003. The bright strutures present in the SG bridges are gen-erally smaller than the granules in the quiet photosphere, with typial sizesof 1:002 (in quiet granulation, 1:005). Spatial 2D power spetra have shown anexess of power (ompared to quiet granulation) at sales of 0:005. This powerenhanement reets the presene of small bright grains, learly visible inLBs, with a mean nearest-neighbour distane of 0:005 (this value is similarto that in FG bridges). Two of these small bright grains, together with adark lane between them, were resolved in spetra of the line Fe I 543.45nm. The bisetor shapes and line shifts, showing upows of 250 m/s in thebright grains with respet to the dark lane, indiate a onvetive origin ofthese strutures. The presene of onvetive elements in granular LBs wason�rmed later by Leka (1997) and Rimmele (1997). Taking into aount thethermal and magneti struture of light bridges desribed by Jur��ak et al.(2006; see Set. 1.2.4), we an onlude that LBs are deeply rooted regionswith onvetive or magnetoonvetive origin.2.3 Penumbral grainsPenumbral grains (PGs) are loal brightenings in bright penumbral �laments.They have ometary-like shapes with \heads" pointing usually towards theumbra. In the �rst observations, Muller (1973a,b) and T�onjes & W�ohl (1982)desribed inward horizontal motion of PGs toward the umbra and lifetimesof 1{3 h with the maximum in the middle part of the penumbra. Wang &Zirin (1992), using LCT, deteted the inward motion but also outward mo-tions in bright and dark �laments toward the sunspot border. We appliedour feature-traking ode to the 4.5 h series of white-light sunspot imagesaquired with the 0.5-m SVST and determined trajetories and veloitiesof horizontal motions, lifetimes and photometri harateristis of 469 PGs35



Figure 2.7: Trajetories of INW (blak) and OUT (white) PGs. The white ontourlines divide regions of inward and outward motions of both bright and dark featuresas derived by LCT. The underlying image is one of the best frames of the seriesanalyzed in Paper [8℄.(Paper [8℄). These measurements were extended using a 70 minute spekle-reonstruted series of G-band (430:5� 0:5 nm) images of another sunspot,observed at the Duth Open Telesope (DOT), La Palma. The spekle mask-ing algorithm was used to orret the series for the instrumental pro�le of thetelesope and for the inuene of atmospheri seeing. A sample of 1058 PGswas studied in this ase (Paper [9℄). Our results were used by Shlihenmaier(2002) to improve the moving tube model (see Set. 1.2.5).2.3.1 Horizontal motionsThe trajetories of PGs were determined from the positions traked in timeand smoothed by ubi splines. Of the 469 PGs, analyzed in Paper [8℄,341 (73 %) moved inward toward the umbra. We label them INW. 128PGs (27 %) moved outward toward the photopshere. We all them OUT.The trajetories are displayed in Fig. 2.7. Of the 1058 PGs, analyzed inPaper [9℄, 575 (54 %) moved inward and 483 (46 %) outward. There appearsto be a dividing line in the penumbra, approximately 2/3 of the distanefrom the umbra to the photosphere. Outside the dividing line most PGsare of type OUT; inside most are INW. The average and maximum lengthsof trajetories are 1:003 and 600 , respetively, so none of PGs rossed thepenumbra ompletely. 36



The time-averaged horizontal veloities are typially 400 m/s for INWPGs and 500 m/s for OUT PGs. Their medians di�er slightly in the twoobserved sunspots: 430 and 520 m/s for INW PGs and 530 and 750 m/sfor OUT PGs. We see that, on average, speeds of OUT PGs are higherthan those of INW PGs. The veloities depend on the radial position inthe penumbra. For INW PGs speeds inrease from 400{500 m/s at thepenumbra-umbra boundary to a maximum of 700 m/s lose to the dividingline and then drop to 500{600 m/s in the outer penumbra. Speeds of theOUT PGs inrease from a minimum value of 200 m/s at the penumbra-umbraborder to a maximum of 900 m/s near the outer penumbral boundary. About60 % of INW PGs deelerate their motion at least in the initial phase of theirlife (Paper [9℄), whih is partially onsistent with the predition given in themodel by Shlihenmaier et al. (1998).It is unlear to what extent the motions of PGs are assoiated with massmotions. Possibly, they represent only a spatial variation of brightness. Inthe model of moving ux tube (Shlihenmaier et al. 1998; Shlihenmaier2002), PGs are intersetions of hot parts of rising wavy ux tubes with thevisible surfae and their motion is not related to the gas ow inside thetubes. In the magnetoonvetive approah (e.g. Thomas & Weiss 2004), theapparent proper motion of PGs is interpreted as a travelling wave, whosediretion of propagation depends on the inlination of the �eld and is inwardin the inner penumbra but outward in the outer penumbra where the �eld ismore inlined.2.3.2 Photometri harateristisThe time-averaged brightnesses are in the range 0.84{1.10 Iph for both INWand OUT PGs, but OUT PGs are brighter on average (0.96 Iph) than theINW ones (0.94 Iph). The brightnesses do not depend on relative distanefrom the umbra and they are unorrelated with the speeds or lifetimes ofPGs. We used the best frame of the series to do omplementary visualmeasurements of lengths and widths of 56 PGs. The lengths lie in a broadrange from 0:006 to 3:007; the average value is 1:007. The mean and standarddeviation of widths measured aross the \heads" of PGs are 0:005� 0:001.Balthasar et al. (1996) reported that the mean white-light image of apenumbra averaged over nearly 2 h still showed radial strutures. We haveon�rmed this result in Paper [8℄. Averaging frames over our 4.5 h series we�nd a �lamentary struture in the penumbra with rms ontrast of 7%. Foromparison, the penumbral rms ontrast in our best frames is about 12%.This remarkable persistene of high ontrast over many hours must be dueto the stability of the magneti �eld on�guration in the penumbra.37



2.3.3 LifetimeThe number of PGs inreases with dereasing lifetime. For INW PGs ob-served during the 4.5 h time series the maximum lifetime is almost 4 h butonly 17 % live longer than 1 h; the median and mean lifetimes are 29 and39 minutes, respetively. The OUT PGs live shorter than the INW ones:the maximum, median and mean lifetimes are 59, 22 and 25 minutes, re-spetively (Paper [8℄). The 70 minute time series analyzed in Paper [9℄ wasshorter than lifetimes of many long-lived PGs, so that we were limited onlyto a statistial estimate of the mean lifetime based on an average birth rateof PGs (see Paper [10℄ for details of the method). We obtained 50 and 30minutes for INW and OUT PGs, respetively.The lifetimes of INW PGs depend on the position in the penumbra: Thereis a maximum of approximately 1 h at about 1/4 of the width of the penumbraand then the lifetime dereases gradually to about 30 minutes at the outerpenumbral border. The lifetimes of OUT PGs show only little variationswith the position.In summary, while we agree with Muller (1973a) that the average lifetimeof INW PGs in the inner part of the penumbra is larger than for those nearthe outer penumbral boundary, we do not see the pronouned dependeneof lifetime on penumbral position reported by Muller (1973a) and T�onjes &W�ohl (1982). Moreover, the lifetimes we measure are onsiderably shorterthan those of the earlier measurements. This disrepany, aused by di�erenttemporal resolution (30{45 s ompared to 6 minutes) and by di�erent wayswe identi�ed PGs (automated versus visual), is disussed in Paper [8℄. Weare onvined that our statistis are signi�antly better.2.4 Photosphere in ative regions2.4.1 Horizontal motions and hanges of granular stru-ture in the viinity of poresIn Paper [10℄ we employed the LCT tehnique to study the horizontal mo-tions of granules around �ve small and one large (diameter 8:009) pore. In allow maps we see the typial divergent \rosetta" veloity patterns hara-teristi of mesogranulation (Fig. 2.8). The largest veloities in the ow �eldare of 1 km/s and the spatial average is 400 m/s. The emergene of poresreorganizes the mesogranular ow pattern, making the mesogranules enirlethe pore boundary. Motions of granules in the viinity of pores are drivenby mesogranular ows. Motions toward the pore dominate in a zone out toa distane of 200 from the pore's border. The entres of mesogranules are38



Figure 2.8: Maps of horizontal motions around pores. The oordinate unit is1 pixel, i.e., 0:00062 (reprinted from Paper [10℄).mostly loated at this distane. At larger distanes, the granules move awayfrom the pore. Roudier et al. (2002), applying LCT with higher spatial andtemporal resolution, on�rmed this �nding. Numerial simulations of poresas ux tubes in a ompressible onveting atmosphere (Hurlburt & Ruklidge2000) show that surfae uid motions lose to a pore are direted toward thepore. These ows are driven by the ooling of gas at the boundary of theold ux tube, leading to downows around the tube and hene onvergingows at the visible surfae. Our observations, however, provide an alterna-tive explanation based on ows in mesogranules organized in a ring aroundthe pore's border.In Paper [10℄ we also desribed two phenomena of temporary reon�gu-ration of the granular intensity pattern, aompanied by strong horizontalmotions of 2{3 km/s. The �rst onsisted in the formation of a penumbra-likestruture at the border of the large pore, the seond in the transformationof the granular �eld between the large pore and another neighbour pore to asystem of expanding elongated granules separated by dark �laments. Bothphenomena took plae near eah other, parallel in time, and their duration39



was about 35 minutes. They an be explained as a onsequene of emerg-ing bipolar magneti \loops" aused by a temporary protrusion of oppositemagneti polarity. A similar phenomenon was studied by Dorotovi� et al.(2002) using a 11 h long series of white-light images of a large pore withan attahed �lamentary region. This region was hanging its struture bakand forth between penumbra-like �laments and elongated granules. It neverdeveloped in a setor of a normal penumbra.In Paper [11℄ we desribed, for the �rst time, horizontal motions of darkfaulae (together with pores) in two ative regions near the disk entre. Onlarge spatial sales, omparable to the size of ative regions, we observe mo-tions related to the separation of polarities (f. Strous et al. 1996). Ourmeasurements, integrated over time period more than 1 h, give the aver-age separation speed in the range of 300{500 m/s. On small sales, below1000 , various types of motions an be observed: a veloity system onnetedwith the emergene of a new magneti ux, twisting and ontration in adark faula where a small pore was growing (here we probably observed atransformation of faulae into a pore), shear motions in a region betweentwo neighbouring pores and a twist in a dark faula loated at the border ofthe ative region. In the last type of motion, tangential veloity omponentsprevail. Suh rotational motions that twist the footpoints of magneti uxtubes ould ontribute to the heating of solar hromosphere and orona (f.Muller et al. 1994).2.4.2 Infrared photometry of faulae and poresIn Paper [11℄ we analyzed series of infrared images of two ative regionsnear the disk entre to study how the temperature struture hanges whenpassing from quiet granulation to faulae and pores. The data were aquiredat the 0.5-m SVST simultaneously in the bands around 1.55 and 0.80 �m,orresponding to the maximum and minimum opaities, respetively. Theradiation in the 1.55 �m band omes from the deepest photospheri layers andthe radiation at 0.80 �m from layers several tens of kilometers higher. Thespatial resolution was better than 0:009. Dark faulae (disovered by Foukal etal. 1989) were deteted in images obtained as weighted intensity di�erenesbetween both wavelength bands. The disk-entre faulae at 1.55 �m are, onaverage, darker by 2.5 % than the quiet photosphere.We have alulated brightness temperatures for both wavelength bandsand ompared them, pixel by pixel, in satter plots. Pixels belonging toquiet regions are learly distinguished from those of faulae, where the bright-ness temperature at 1.55 �m is redued systematially with respet to quietregions, while pixels belonging to pores extend the loud of faular pixels40
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per [11℄, has shown that the observed properties �t qualitatively with the pre-ditions derived from the \hot wall" model of faulae (Spruit 1976; Kn�olkeret al. 1985).We have found that in most ases the pores are surrounded by \rings" ofdark faulae. These rings demonstrate the presene of medium-size magnetielements whih redue the temperature of the lowest photospheri layers (butnot of the upper ones) outside the pore borders observed in the visible light.This on�rms the �nding that the magneti radii of pores (and sunspots) arelarger than their brightness radii (Keppens & Mart��nez Pillet 1996). An in-teresting question is to whih magneti and thermal onditions the transitionfrom the medium-size magneti elements in the ring to the large magnetionentration of the pore orresponds. Observations relevant to this prob-lem, however, require a muh higher spatial resolution in the infrared thanis available at present.
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